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END OF SEASON ‘OPEN’ 
Sunday 23rd October 2011 

  

MID ESSEX RADIO CAR CLUB 

The prospect of a mild sunny day, a brilliant track design, and a good turnout of drivers provided the 
ideal recipe for a great climax to the Club’s off-road season. The light overnight dew was to clear 
before the start of racing, helped by the Nitro ‘Hair-Dryers’ in practice. The Electric drivers would 
also be grateful to the Nitro drivers who helped clear any damp earth from the track! The willing 
band of drivers who set out the ropes, etc. (not the most pleasant of tasks on a damp morning) 
produced an interesting design which included the ‘bridge’ and ran clockwise. 
By the time racing started the dust 
had begun to fly. Only one heat of 
Nitros today, but plenty of Electrics 
to follow. The Nitro heat proved to 
be a battle for first place between 
Anthony French and Kristian Gibbs, 
with Anthony coming home 9 
seconds ahead, both on 12 laps. Then 
followed two heats of 2wd Electrics, 
with Tony Price setting the pace on 9 
laps in the first and Michael Spindley 
5 seconds behind him in the second. 
Craig Fisher won the 4wd Electric heat with 9 laps, a lap ahead of  Braxted first-timer Lewis 
Cocksedge. The last heat of the Round saw 9 Short-Course Trucks (eight 4wd, one 2wd) battling it 
out, with the race being won by Danny Conway on 10 laps. 

Race Results 

Race Report 

Final 1st Place 2nd Place 3rd Place 

‘A’ Nitro Kristian Gibbs Mark Everitt             Clive Nash               
    

2wd ‘A’ Electric Danny Conway  Tony Price                  Craig Fisher                

2wd ‘B’ Electric Scott Fitzgerald          Don Apps                   Daren Brady               

4wd Electric Craig Fisher Ben Spindley              Lewis Cocksedge        

1/0th SCT Danny Conway            Michael Spindley       Mark Everitt                 
    

FTQ Nitros Anthony French         12/365.00 (Round 4)  

FTQ 2wd Electric Tony Price                       9/313.35 (Round 1)  

FTQ 4wd Electric Craig Fisher                     9/303.46 (Round 3)  

FTQ SCT Danny Conway           10/317.66 (Round 2)  
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In Round 2, Anthony and Kristian were a lap up on the others in the Nitro heat, with Anthony 
improving by 6 seconds to retain TQ position. Enter Danny Conway into the fray with his RC10 in 
the second 2wd heat. Though several of the 2wd Electrics improved, Tony hung onto TQ with his 
Round 1 time as did Craig in the 4wd heat. Most of the SCT’s improved, including Danny Conway 
who remained a lap ahead of nearest rival Michael Spindley. This time there were 10 trucks, so quite 
a busy heat! 
In the Round 3 Nitro heat Anthony and Kristian continued their battle, both driving very consistently 
and improving their times with Anthony managing to stay 6 seconds ahead of Kristian and both being 
a lap up on the others. In the 2wd Electrics four drivers improved but not enough to challenge Tony 
Price and Michael Spindley who were still 1st and 2nd respectively with their Round 1 times. All but 
one driver improved in the 4wd Electrics, with Craig Fisher and Ben Spindley heading the field. 
Danny missed out improving his SCT time by only 21/100 second, and Mark Everitt improved to 
finish 7 seconds behind. 
Could there be any further improvements in Round 4? Well, yes, as several drivers demonstrated! In 
the Nitro heat, Anthony continued his winning streak by knocking 3 seconds off his best time and 
Mark Everitt improved to achieve 12 laps. Though Tony Price still retained 2wd TQ with his Round 1 
time, Danny improved his RC10’s time to finish only 4 seconds slower! With five 2wd Electric 
drivers on 9 laps, an exciting Final was guaranteed! Craig remained the dominant force in 4wd 
Electric, 17 seconds faster than Ben Spindley overall, even though Ben improved in this Round. With 
another very consistent drive Danny remained on top in the SCT’s, but Mark Everitt and Michael 
Spindley were knocking at his door! 
All that remained now to round off another successful, and enjoyable, meeting were the Finals. The 
Nitros ran first but, after a terrific start, disaster struck on the first lap for Pole-Man Anthony French 
when an electrical problem caused him to withdraw. Kristian - 2nd on the grid -  was only 1.5 
seconds behind at the time and immediately took the lead. He was being chased very hard by Mark 
Everitt, but after a great drive won by 16 seconds. Clive Nash, who had been having problems all 
day, finally came good to take 3rd place.  
The 2wd Electric ‘B’ was won by 2 seconds by Scott Fitzgerald from ‘Dr. Don’ Apps who started on 
pole. Scott’s car just had the edge on speed, but both of them were engaged in some close racing 
throughout the race. In the 2wd Electric ‘A’, Pole-Man Tony Price had a long first lap which gave 
Danny Conway the opportunity to take the lead after starting 2nd on the grid. Danny’s RC10 was 
absolutely flying and it was soon to become obvious that no one could catch it! Danny ultimately won 
by 17 seconds!  
In the 4wd Electric Final Craig led from start to finish, lapping everyone to finish on 9 laps. The 
others all finished on 8 laps. The last Final of the day, and of the season, was the Trucks. Although 
Danny had one very long lap (10 seconds slower!) he still won by 11 seconds from Michael Spindley 
who pipped Mark Everitt by 1 second! 

 
 

Race Report (Continued) 
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So it was now all over for 2011, apart from the trophy presentations by ‘Dr. 
Don’ and the usual photo-shoot. This included a shot of Danny with the 
‘Vintage’ RC10 - I suspect some drivers will be scouring Ebay for one ready 
for 2012! Not taking anything away from Danny, who is a brilliant driver, but 
it does show what a great car the RC10 has always been. 
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